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Sinamary;
Between 1820 and 1900, the atfram engine replaced the water wheel and water
turbine as the prime mover in American industry before itself succttmblng to the
fractional horsepower electric motor. The relative costs of alternative power
sources were crucial in the decision to adopt technology A (steam) over
technology B (water) yet there exist no systematic and unbiased estimates of the
relative costs of these two alternate power sources during the nineteenth centruy.
This paper develops and explores an elaborate simulation model to generate cost
probability distributions for the two power sources from limited, scattered and
uncertain historical evidence. The simulation model is a more elaborate and
generalized version of the Hertz model and imposes minimal constraints upon the
nature and form of the input probability distributions.
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FACT IN FICTION? THE RELATIVE COSTS
OF STEAM AND WATER POWER:
A SIMULATION APPROACH*
Over the past decade or so, simulation modeling has become conmon-
place in the analysis of economic problems v)here it can perform a number
of important roles such as supplementing otherwise inadequate data, avoid-
ing the difficulty of formulating a mathematical model to describe the
behavior of a complex system, predicting behavior or validating the model
by facilitating statistical testing (Naylor, 1966). However, economic
historians, including cliometriclans, have largely ignored this development
despite the clear applicability of the method to historical analysis. This
paper introduces a simulation model of wide applicability and demonstrates
the power of simulation methods to illuminate difficult and complex histor-
ical problems, by discussing the diffusion and adoption of the steam engine
in the nineteenth century.
Increased Use of the Steam Engine by American Manufacturers
Although the history of the steam engine in America can be traced
back to the Hornblower engine which was imported in 1753 to relieve flooding
in the Schuyler copper mine at Passaic N.J. (Loree, 1929), little attention
was paid to the invention until after 1800, In part, this reflected the
high fuel consumption and operating costs or the Newcomen-style (i.e.,
atmospheric) engines and the delay in the Epread of James Watts' improvements
caused by the Revolutionary Wars, but more fundamentally the neglect probably
reflected lack of familiarity with the invention among American engineers
and would-be users. A.ccording to Dickinson (1938), as of 1803, "not more
than six engines could be mustered in the whole of the States; mechanical
* This work was financed in part by a summer research grant from the Illinois
Investors in Business Education.
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construction and skill were at least fifty years behind those in England."
However the pioneering work of Oliver Evans closed the technological gap
between Britain and America and served to popularize steam power and its
use in manufacturing industry In America. The contribution by Evans was
two-fold. First, the prototype high pressure engine successfully power-
ed his plaster-of-Paris mill (a notoriously demanding task) providing
a convincing demonstration of the power of his engine and second, with
the publication of The Abortion of the Young Steam Engineer's Guide
in 1805, Evans placed the power of steam at almost anybody's command by
providing for the first time a detailed outline of construction methods
and operating principles. Not surprisingly other engineers duplicated
Evans' engine designs, Infringing his patents. Evans sued but lost
(Pursell, 1969).
While the high pressure engine was also simultaneously invented tn
Great Britain by Richard Trevlthick, it was never as popular there as it
was in America, so that from this time on British and American steam
technologies began to diverge. In part this reflected the biases of the
i
leading engine builders in each country—Boulton and Watt in England and
2Oliver Evans in America, but it also reflected more fundjimental differences.
The high pressure engine was more cheaply constructed, used more fuel per
horsepower and wore out more quickly than the low pressure engine favored
in Britain. Presumably the price of capital relative to fuel was higher
in the United States than in England and American entrepreneurs, histor-
ically, seem to have been less averse to obsolescence and replacement
than their British counterparts. Demand for ship's engines also affected
the choice. The high pressure engine exhausted steam under pressure to
-3-
the atmosphere and consequently was a voracious consumer of fresh water
necessitating constant supply and mandating against salt water use
thereby limiting its usefulness to the British shipping interests.
By 1820, the incomplete manuscripts of the Fourth Census (National
3
Archives, 1964) show 43 engines in use by forty firms. Eighteen years
later, the Report on the Steam Engines in the United States (Woodbury
Report, 1838) gave detailed statistics on 1173 stationary steam engines in
use in manufacturing plants across the country and estimated the total
4
number in such use at 1420. Almost all these were high pressure designs.
Like the 1820 Census, the Seventh and Eighth Censuses (1850 and 1860)
requested details of the motive power sources used by manufacturers, and
while these responses were never coBipiied and tabulated, they are given
in the census manuscripts. On the basis of the Bateman-Weiss samples from
these documents, it is estimated that by 1850 the number of steam
engines in use had grown to over 8,000 and to over 2 5,000 by the time the
1860 Census was taken. From 1870 onward, the published censuses record
the number of engines in use. These figures are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 shows quite clearly the relative and absolute decline in the
importance of water as a motive power source. Whereas in 1819-1820, virtually
all plants that required inanimate power sources used the waterwheel, by
1899 the steam engine outnumbered the waterwheel and water turbine by almost
four to one. This decline occurred despite the development of the water
turbine which was introduced to American industry in 1846 (Clark, 1929)
and brought about a dramatic improvement in the operating efficiency of
waterpower. Further, despite its ability to overcome one of the more
-i^-
Table 1
Steam Engines and Waterpower Sources in Use
1820-1900
(48 states)
Percentage of plants
Year Steam Engines Water Wheels and using steam to those
in use turbines in use using steam or water
1820 43 n.a. 1^
1838 1,420 n.a. 6^
1850 8,598 37,602 18
1860 25,577 46,260 35
1870 40,191 51,018 46
1880 56,123 55,404 58
1890 91,390 39,003 71
1900 155,724 39,155 80
Estimated
Sources: 1820, National Archives (1964)
1838, Woodbury Report (1938)
1850 and 1860, Bateman-Weiss sample data
1870, Ninth Census (1872)
1880, Tenth Census (1883)
1890, Eleventh Census (1895)
1900, Twelfth Census (1902)
-5-
signifleant disadvantages of the wheel, namely the poor performance
8
under backwater conditions the turbine did not noticeably check
the advance of steam.
The estimates of the percentage of plants using steam or ti?ater
power that actually adopted the steass engine in Table 1 were used to
9
estimate a logistics curve. After 1880, the rapid development of
electrical power led to the gradutal replacement of the steam engine
by the fractional horsepower electric motor and the use of steam power
peaked about 1910 when approzimateiy 82 percent of all manufacturing
10plants in the nation were using steam power. These data led to the
estimate of the logistics curve defined by;
log [P/(82 ~ F)] = -4.2831 -f 0,0932 ' t r^ = .981 [1]
(t-statiitic) (-17.3204) (18.9581)
where P^ is the percentage of plants using steam and _t is the time vari-
2
able. As can be seen from the adj?asted E.
,
the fit of the data to the
equation is very close and yielded the S-shaped growth curve shown in
Figure 1. This curve suggests that the adoption process did not begin
to accelerate until the lS40s and was essentially complete by 1890.
This is consistent with the flow of literature describing the virtues
of steam power vis a vis alternate power sources and with the evidence
in Table 1.
The Adoption of a New Technology
The decision to adopt a new technology is dependent upon a large
number of factors, dominant among which we would expect to be the profit-
ability of switching from the existing technology to the new. In the
in
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context of the present discussion of steam- versus waterpower, "profit-
ability" is defined as the difference in per horsepower costs between steam
power and waterpower adjusted for any productivity differences between the
two, i.e., the real cost difference between the technologies.
Since water and steaai power are substitutes for one another, the
choice between these investment opportunities may be made by appealing to
the capital budgeting model (Hirshlelfer, 19.58: Bailevj 1959), Consider
two mutually exclusive projects, W and S, each with a life of n years in
which costs of C(W) and C(S) are incurred. The capital budgeting decision
wotild then lead to the selection of the project with the lowest present
value of future costs.. That is, if;
PV(S) - ^^ . fl - »^^~1 < PV(W) = -^^^ • [1 ~ ».--A—] [2]
^
(1-H:)'^
^
(l+r)^'
where r_ is the discount rate and PV(S) and ?V(W) are, respectively, the
present values of project S and project W costs, then project S w>uld be
selected in preference to project W. However a n*amber of factors serve
to complicate tliis seemingly siicple proposition.
Let us identify Project S as the decision to install a steaa engine,
while Project W is the alternative decision to install a water power source
11(wheel or turbine, depending upon the date at which the decision is taade"^ ),
The available evidence suggests that the foriBer, steam, was much shorter
IT
lived than the waterpower sources ^ and that while both became longer
lived as the nineteenth century progressed, the relative gap between the
life expectancies of these two assets probably remained unchanged. Let
E[n(S )] be the life-span of a steam engine purchased at time t and
E[nCW }j be the life expectancy of a waterpower source installed at
-8-
time t, where E[n(S )] < E[n(W )] and E[n(S )]/E[n(W )] = constant. This
change seriously complicates the standard capital budgeting model, but
a number of alternative variations are possible.
The simplest alternative model is to assert that the planning horizon
of the firm is less tlian or equal to the life expectancy of the shortest
lived asset so that costs incurred beyond this planning horizon are irrel-
evant to the decision. Analogously, we could base the decision on the
present value of costs over a period equal to the life expectancy of the
shorter-lived asset, E[n(S )]. Both these models are simple and, perhaps,
naive, but more complex models can be devised.
Consider, for example, a model over the period E[n(W )] where the
entrepreneur who selects waterpower at time t is forced to live with his
decision over the entire period, while the entrepreneur who selects steam
at time t, will, at the end of E[n(S )1 years, have the opportunity to reassess
the situation and either purchase a new steam plant or switch to waterpower.
Regardless of whether water or steam is then chosen, the entrepreneur will
be purchasing the technology existing at time (t + E[n(S )]) and contracting
at the interest rates etc. prevailing at that time. If waterpower is
selected then the entrepreneur remains committed to water until the end
of the period at (t + E[n(W )]), while if steam is selected the entrepreneur
will have a total of N opportunities to recontract and switch to water,
where N is the largest number such that:
N
Z E[n.(S_,)] < E[n(Wj], N >_ 1 and Integer. [3]
1-0 ^
For example suppose E[n(S )] " 10 years and E[n(W )] = 25 years, and that
at time (t + 10), E[n(S )] » 10 years, then the entrepreneur who selected
»9-
steam at time t vrould have the chance to switch at time (t + 10) and again
at time (t + 20) provided of course that he did not switch at time (t + 10).
On the other hand if at time (t -I- 10), E[n(S
.^-)] 2_ -'^ years then there is
only one opportunity to switch and that would be at time (t + 10). The deci-
sion rule of whether or not to switch 1ms not been specified but could be based
13
on estimates of the probability th^t steam will be cheaper than waterpower
derived either from past experience (i^a., a adaptive model) or from future
expectations.
Even this more complex model ignores the possibility of abandonment
of an asset before the end of its useful life. This would be an economically
rational decision whenever the present value of future costs including
abandoniaent is greater than the present value of future costs of the alter-
native over the same periods At the limit over a period of T years, a
total of T sv/itches could be made. This, however, is unlikely.
Because as we shall show below, steam power costs declined over the
period at a faster rate than water power costs, allowing switching actually
means permitting recontracting for steam power and taking advantage of the
technological improvements m the steam engine and secular decline in
market interest rates. Switching then would xd.den the difference between
the present value of steam power costs and waterpower costs to the advantage
of steam. We have, therefore, opted to present the weaker results based
on the simpler model in which we assume a planning horizon for the firm
of ten years.
The Simulation Model
Thus far we have avoided defining C(S) and C(W), the costs per horse-
power of steampower and waterpower respectively on an annual basis (309
-10-
14
working days ). Waterpower costs include not only the capital charges
against the cost of the wheel, gearing, forebays, etc. and the cost of a
wheelman, but also the purchase of water rights and other miscellaneous
expenses such as repairs and insurance. Similarly costs of steampower
include capital charges against the cost of the engine, boilers, founda-
tions, etc., the cost of the fuel and labor charges for an engineer and
fireman together with miscellaneous costs similar to those for water
power. Explicitly,
C(W) " WHEEL • [INT + DEPRC(W) + REPC^) + rNS(W)] + [WATER/EFF]
+ [WAGE • DAYS(W)] [4]
and
C(S) = ENG • [INT + DEPRC(S) + REP(S) + INS(S)]
+ [FUELCON • COALP • DAYSCS) « HOUHS] + [2.0 • WAGE • DAYS(S)1 [5]
where:
C(W) = Cost of waterpower per horsepower,
C(S) = Cost of steam power per horsepower,
INT = Rate of interest;
DEPRC(W), DEPRC(S) =^ Straight line depreciation rate en waterwheel
or steam engine, (- l/E[n(W )] or l/E[n(S )]);
REP(W), REP(S) "» Repairs for waterwheel or steam engine as a
fraction of original cost;
INS(W), INS(S) = Insurance rate on waterwheel or steam engine
as a fraction of original cost;
DAYS(W), DAYS(S) = Days of operation per year for waterpowered or
steam powered plant;
WAGE Average daily wage rate, semi-skilled, per
horsepower;
-11-
WHEFL = Original cot of waterwheel, gearing, forebays,
etc, per horsepower,
WATER = Anntiai cost of water-right capable of producing
one theoretical horsepower (= [Flow of water
(cubic feet/minute) • Height of Fall (feet)
• Weight of One Cubic foot of Water (pounds)]/
33000);
EFF = Design efficiency of wHtertdieei,, (= [Realized/
Theoretical] horsepower);
ENG = Original cost of steam engine, boilers, etc.
per horsepower;
FUELGON = Coal consumption, pounds per hour per horsepower;
COALP ~ Bituminous coal price, dollars per pound;
HOURS = Average daily hours of operation.
15
These variables, however, are not single-valued. Rather they are
uncertain and subject to both random and systematic fluctuations. They
may also be imperfectly observed and laessured and in some cases only the
most rudimentary kind of information about the variables is available.
Indeed, in some cases, none could be unearthed. We are thus dealing vlth
a capital budgeting problem under uncertainty (Hillier, 1963; Van Home,
1956). However, whereas most studies of capital budgeting under uncer-
tainty assume normally distributed variables, no such assumption is made
here. Given the limited information at our disposal on the distribution
of each variable (upper bound, lower bound, mode, mean, variance, etc.)
we have attempted to characterize each as approximating some definitive
probability distribution. The simulation model provides for six distinct
probability distributions and an almost infinite number of possible varia-
tions in each, depending upon the relationship between the various parameters
of each distribution. Essentially the same kind of simulation model was
-12-
proposed by Hertz (196A) but while the Hertz article is frequently cited
as a classic method, few have since used this approach.
The six probability distribution types provided for in the simulation
model are:
1. Normal, which takes as parameters estimates of the mean auid
standard deviation;
2. Exponential, which takes as parameters estimates of the mean
and the lower-bound since the standarized exponential
distribution is bounded by zero;
3. Gamma, which takes as parameters estimates of the mean, standard
deviation and a lower bound estimate as the standardized
gamma distribution is bounded by zero;
4. Uniform, which takes as parameters estimates of the lower and
upper bounds;
5. Weibull, which takes as parameters estimates of the mode, the
upper and lower bounds and estimates of the probability
that a value will lie above or below these bounds;
6. Beta, which takes as parameters estimates of the mode, upper
and lower bounds and a distributional character, 1-9,
describing the skew (left, right or ajrmmetric) and vari-
ance (high, medium or low) of the distribution.
These distributions are all described in Naylor (1966) while the Weibull
and Beta distributions are further analyzed by Schaefer and Husic (1969),,
The computer code generating random variates from these distributions Is
shown in Appendix A. Where the distribution was symmetric and there wer«>
sufficient observations to estimate -he standard deviation, the Normal
distribution was used to describe that variable. Where the distribution
was skewed right the Gammn distribution was used. The Weibull distribution
was used where information was much 'aore scarce and we normally placed a
twenty percent confidence interval about the model estimates. In terms
of tracking performance, the Beta distribution program vTitten by Schaefisr
-13-
and Husic (1969) left somethirig to be desired but fortunately we were able
to substitute other diatributioas for it.
Because of the limited information available, particularly the
po%'erty of observations from which to characterise the frequency, and
hence the probability, distributions of the variables, it is not clear
that the "true" underlying probability distribution will always be
selected. The margin for error is great and is scst acute when deciding
between relatively synHsetric distributions. Theoretically it should be
2possible to test each selection through the x test for goodness of
fit. In practice the number of observation was too small to give much
confidence in such a method. Howeverj as noted below, one advantage of
the sliaulation approach is that it pertsits us to judge the sensitivity
of the estimates to ais-specification of the model j although it does not
allow us to say which is the correct specification.
Faced with uncertainty, the usual response of the economic historian
has been to present a range of eatjaiates, often together with a "best"
estimate. Howeverj it is difficult, if not impossible, to interpret such
results. Consider for example the derivation of the lower bound which is
derived by aggregating the low values of each component of the model. To
the extent that each low value represents an unlikely event and that each
component is independent, the probability of the intersection of the un-
likely events is goiiig to be very small. For example, it is reasonable
to suppose that each of the ten variables we use to estisate steam power
costs is independent of one another (or at least not perfectly correlated)
and let us suppose that the probability of each occurring is 0,1 or less,
then the joint probability, which is the probability that we would observe
-14-
a cost estlmace equal to or less than the lower bound, vould be
10 X 10~ , Thus although the lower and upper bounds provide us with
some infornation, it is not clear whether it is particularly useful,
given the remoteness of the event. This same argument applies equally
to best estimates. Even if wc assumed that the mean or mode occurred
with a 0.75 probability for each component in the model, the resultant
"best" estimate would only lxa.ve slightly better than a five percent
probability of occurring in our steam power model.
Use of a range also severely handicaps hypothesis testing, unless the
range only embraces values that reject or confirm the hypothesis. Consider
for example our interest in the difference between steam and water power
costs per horsepower. If the range of this difference contains only posi-
tive nxanbers then we may say conclusively that steam power was more expen-
sive than waterpower at that particular time. Likewise if the range of
the difference contains only negative numbers then we can say that steam
was cheaper than water. However in every case, the actual range contains
both positive and negative numbers and hence using only the range it is
impossible to arrive at an unambiguous conclusion.
Schaefer and Weiss (1970) raise one further subtle problem with the
range method and that is the difficulty of interpreting sensitivity
analysis results when all that is observed is the effect of the change
on the upper and lower bounds. Such a change is probably a poor predictor
of the impact upon the best estimate and the probability that the best
estimate lies in some interval. This problem does not arise with the
simulation approach.
-15-
Slffiulation modeling is not, however, an utanltigated blessing. Most
serious here is that the simulation model opens a Pandora's box of ques-
tions that can in part be resolved by repeated running of the model. For
example while I assume independence (i.e,^ zero correlation) between
observation i and observation j and between variable x and variable y it
is also plausible that observations ought to be serially correlated with
one another and tiiat a high value for one variable should only be accom-
panied by a high (low) estiiaate for another. One can thus easily generate
so much data that one loses sight of the problem* One begins to stop
asking "Is this estimate reasonable? Does it make sense?" and instead
treat the sijnulation estlxsates as the real world that we seek to explain
rather than observable historical facts that we seek to i-llyminate via
the siffiuiation.
The essence of the. slauistion scodel is shox-m in Figure 2, This does
not represent an actual run because not all six distributions occurred
simuitaaeousiy in any one experiments The procedure is to conduct a series
of Monte Carlo experiments that saapie from the distribution of each variable
and then combixie these in the manner described by equation [6] (for water-
power) or equation [7] (for steam power). The result provides one observa-
17tion of the cost of that power source. This experiment was repeated 1000
times to yield an estimate of the output probability distribution such as
that shovm in Figure 2. Some typical output probability distributions are
also shown in Figure 3 below.
As noted earlier, it is believed tliat this simulation model repre-
sents a considerable iiaprovement over most others. Norm-ality in the
distributions is not required nor assuaied, as it is in models used by
-9»~
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oth<»rs for example that of Williamson (1975). This simulation is
stochastic, and hence uacertaiUs rather than deterministic. The Schaefer
and Weiss (1971) model is stochastic and doss not assume normality, but
was constrained in other ways which the present model is not. Ihat model
was based upon the Weibull distributionj ''A Statistical Distribution
Function of wide Applicability" (Weibull, 1951) because of its ability
to approximate both norssal distributions and distributions with a left-
or right-hand skew. However, some quite severe constraints are imposed
upon the distribution and these constraints increase in severity the
more certain one becoaies about the form of the distribution. The
principal constraint is upon the ratio of the two tails of the distri-
bution (Schaefer and Weiss, 1971) and this is probability dependent.
The Weibull distribution takes, as parameters, estimates of the
upper and lower bounds of the distribution together with some probability
estinates of a value lying outside this range, and a "best" (modal) esti-
mate. When the probabilities are .20 then
(High-Moda)
^ , ^,
and if the probabilities of a value outside the range are reduced to
.10 i;ben this value falls to 3.68, declining to 3,10 for 0.05 probability.
For example the range of coal prices quoted in the Coal and Coal Trade
Journal (1S89) fall outside these ranges unless we discard some of the
obseirvations (we did not).
While each variable is assumed independent of every other variable
in the equations, when computing the difference between steam and water
power costs not all variables are independent be tween the two, notably
-18-
interest rates and wages should be identical between them. Consequently,
Mode[PV(S) - PV(W)] jt Mode PV(S) - Mode PV(W)
although the difference between the two tends to be small.
This simulation model is entirely stochastic rather than determin-
istic and it should be notsd that the shape of the output probability
distribution cannot be predicted a priori on the basis of information
about the input probability distributions. Both of these are strong
arguments in favor of the simulation modeling.
The Historical Consistency and Validation of the Simulation Results
The simulation model assumes that the planning horizon of the firm
is a decade and this period is equal to or less than the life expectancy
of either a waterwheel or a steam engine. As argued earlier this model
should yield weaker results than any of the more complex models discussed
above, because, over the period 1820-1900, steam power costs declined
more rapidly tlmn waterpower costs. Under these circumstances, with
switching and recontracting allowed there would be a high probability
in favor of selecting steam power.
The basic data and the sources are outlined in Appendix B. Table 2
provides best (i.e., modal) estimates of the annual costs of steam and
waterpower per horsepower by decade together with estimates of the decadal
present value of future costf of steam and waterpower per horsepower, the
modal difference between them and an estimate of the probability that over
the decade steam power would prove cheaper than waterpower. According to
these estimates the costs of both steam and waterpower declined markedly
The His torical Consistency and Validati on of the Simulation Results
The simulation model developed assumes that the planning horiKoii of
the firm is a decade and this period is equal to oi* less than the life
expectancy of either a waterwheel oi a steam engine. As argued earlier
this model should yield weaker results than any of the more complex models
discussed above, because, over the period 1820-1900, steam power costs
declined more rapidly than waterpower costs. Under these circumstances
when allowing switching and recontracting there would be a high probability
in favor of selecting steam pov?er.
The basic data and the sources are outlined in Appendix B, Table 2
provides BEST (I.e., modal) estimates of the annual costs of steam and
waterpower per horsepower by decade together with estiffiates of the decadal
present value of future costs of steam and waterpower per horsepower, the
modal difference between them and an estimate of the probability that over
the decade steam power would prove cheaper than waterpower. According to
these estimates the costs of both steam and waterpower declined markedly
between 1820 and 1900 with the costs of steam pov^er falling to less than
one-fifth their original level while waterpower costs fell by some sixty
percent over the same period. With this change in relative cost levels In
favor of steam power, the probability that steampower would be cheaper than
water rose from 0.22 during the 1820s to over 0.95 by the 187Qs. However,
the dramatic increase in the profitability of adopting steam in preference
to water appears to have taken place before 1850, for after 1850 the cost
saving of steam over water remained about constant.
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between 1820 and 1900 with the costs of steani. power falling to less than
one-fifth their original level while, waterpower costs fell by some sixty
percent over the same period. With this change in relative cost levels in
favor of steam power, the probability tb»at steaiapower would be cheaper than
water rose froJa 0.22 during che 1820s to over 0.95 by the 1870s» However,
the dramatic iacrease in the profitability of adopting steam in preference
to water appears to have taken place befcre 1850, for after 1850 the cost
saving of steam over water remained about constant.
Figure 3 presents the annual cost estimates of steam and water power
and the difference between them for the 1820s and the 18903, Tlie radical
changes that took place in the costs of each power source and in the
difference between the cost of steaui per horsepower and the cost of water
per horsepower is readily apparent. The average per horsepower cost of
steaa power fall from $173,29 per year in the lS20s to $25.22 by the
ISSOs, while the average cost of waterpower ever the period fell from
$145.28 tc $46.88. As a result the mean difference between the cost
of steam power and che cost of waterpower was $31,23 in the 1820s in-
dicating that on average sCean was that much more expensive than water,
but by the 1890s, steam wasj on average, $20.76 cheaper than water.
As can be seen from the graphs in Figure 3, the simulation approach
allows us to establish any arbitrary confidence intervals around our
estimates although we have selected the 95 percent confidence interval
for the purposes of the tests here. Presentation of the annual cost
estimates in Table 2 provides us with the opportunity for comparing
the simulation estimates with those made by contemporaries. The most
comprehensive annual cost estimates for steam and water power were
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made for the period after 1870 and are drawn from engineering studies.
For example, Emery (1883) presents a series of detailed cost estimates
for a variety of steam engines ranging in size from 5 hp. to 500 hp.
in 1874. These cost estiraatee range frois $17e»46 per horsepower per
year for the smalleet engine to $25,66 per horsepower per year for
the largest engine, with a figure of $36.02 being reported for a 100
horsepower engine comparable to that on which the simulation estimates
are based,. Our mean estimate of $39.32 per horsepower per year as the
annual cost of a 100 hp, engine in the 1870s has a ninetyfive percent
confidence interval of ($33.03, $46.56) and includes Emery's estimate.
Although not pi"esented here, we also made a simulation run to estiiaate
per horsepower annual costs of water and steam prime movers for average-
sized units of each type. In the 1870s the average steam engine produced
38 hp. and the estiisate of the mean cost of operating this size engine <ras
$53,86 with a ninety-five percent confidence interval of ($39,96, $68,13).
While Emery (1883) does not make an estimate for a 38 hp. engine his
estimates for 25 hp. and 50 hp. engines were $67.28 and $52.16 hp. respec-
tively, falling within our 95 percent confidence interval.
We have atteaipted to sumicarize most of the contemporary estimates of
the annual per horsepower costs of operating steam and water prime move::s
in Table 3 and have presented with them the ninety-five percent confidence
inteirval about the mean annual estimates. Tliese results would suggest
that our steam power estimates are more accurate (in terms of duplicating
contemporary estimates) than those for waterpower. Contemporary estimates
of the cost of waterpower do not intersect with the ninety-five percent
confidence intervals about our simulation estimates.
-24-
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For a variety of reasons I aia not prepared to concede the superiority
of the conteaporary estimates in general and those for waterpower in par-
ticular. Firstj the waterpower estimates all are i-eferenced to the cost
of waterpower at Lowell Massachusetts vjhere weiterpOTser vas exceptionally
well-developed under the control of the Locke and Canals Company and was
as cheap if not cheaper than almost anywhere else in the country (Tenth
Census, 1883; Strain, 1888). Moreoverj Merrimac waterpower was not a sig-
nificant portion of total developed or potential waterpower. Second, most
of these contemporary estimates (but particularly these for waterpower) fall
short of the standards of objectivity that one might desire. For example,
one of the chief proponents of steam power in the aid-nineteenth century,
Hamilton Smith, was one of the owners of the American Canael Coal Compaay,
a important shareholder in Cannelton Mills (a major attesipt to establish
steampowered cotton mills In the South and mid-West), and conmissioned many
of the articles and paffiphlets eKtoUing the virtues of steaa that appeared
about this time such as that by James (1849) and those appearing in
De Bows' Review (1848^ 1849, 1850a, 1850b, iS50c, 1853). But the pro-
water faction was even more shaeeless. In the mid-nineteenth century,
they were led by the Lawrence family. The Lawrences were founders of the
Lawrence Manufacturing Company and later (1353) established PaciJLic MillSj
both of which were water-power ad. More significantly, however, the
Lawrence family was the major stockholder in the Essex Company which owned
all waterpower rights at Lawrence Massachusetts which amounted to lljOOO
gross hp. in 1880 valued at $14,08 per horsepower per year (Tenth Census,
1885). Later in the century this role was fulfilled by James B, Francis
and Colonel James Francis, agents and engineers to the Locks and Canals
-26-
Company at Lovyell and Samuel Webber, consulting engineer to the Essex
Company at Lawrence. The contcTiporary cost estimates in Table 3 are
thus specific to a given location rather than representing the range
of costs over the nation as a whole and represent best rather than
avera|;e practice techniques for the power source which they favor. The
overall result is a strong bias toward the preferred power source and
this bias is most pronounced for the water-powered proponents.
Although the ninety-five percent confidence intervals given in
Table 3 imply that there was no significant difference between water
and steam power costs (that is that the hypothesis that the two costs
were the same could not be rejected) during the nineteenth century, the
results in Table 2 give lie to this opinion, for by the 1870s steam power
was significantly cheaper than waterpower. This result accords with
the opinions expressed by both Manning (1889) and Main (1890) in their
presentations to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Turning once again to the cost entimates given in Table 2, the
question is, '*Do these results m?ke sense?" We would expect that the
greater the expected cct savings from adopting steam over water or the
greater the certainty surrounding that result, the larger would be the
probability that steam would be adopted in preference to water. However,
while the latter expectation was quite convincingly fullfilled, the former
was not. NotwlthstiindinG the limitations imposed by having only eight
observations, a number of regresBion equations were estimated for a variety
of economically plausible explanations of the percentage of all plants that
adopted steam at any one time. Tliese are shown in Table 4.
-27-
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In each equation that contained the simulation estimates of the
probability that steam would be cheaper than water, the coefficient of
this variable was significantly different from zero at better than the
ten percent level and was of the "right" sign, that is to say an increase
in the probability that steam will be cheaper than water power is asso-
ciated with an increase in the fraction of plants adopting steam. Equation
I implies that every one percent increase in the probability that steam
is cheaper will raise the percent of plants adopting it by 0.845 of one
percent. Equation II which expresses the percentage of adopting plants
as a function of the costs of steampower Implies that, ceteris paribus
,
each $10 increase in the present value costs of steam power will lower
the percentage of adopting plants by one percent. Equation V shows this
same relationship.
Equation III expresses the percent adopting as a function of the
profitability of switching from water to steam as measured by the dif-
ference in the present value of their costs. Each $10 by which the present
value of waterpower costs exceeds that of steam will raise the percentage
of plants adopting steam by two percent. Neither equation IV or V makes
economic sense when looked at in to to as the sign of the coefficient of
the difference between steam and water power costs switches from negative
to positive, implying that a rise in the profitability of adopting steam
over water (indicated by a more negative value for this variable) would
reduce the percentage of plants that adopted steam. This result is probably
attributable to the strong correlation that exists between the cost saving
resulting from adopting steam over water and the prohability that steam
-29-
wili be cheaper than i-m,teT >, Despite this prcblea. though, these regres-
sion results serve to emphasiae the importance of the degree of certainty
surrounding the cost saving of steam power over water in the decision to
switch to steam.
Sensitivity Analysis of the Simulation ResultsIII ' (
As noted earlier, one important virtue of the simulation approach
is the relative ease with which sensitivity analysis can be performed.
In this particular instance, the only serious hindrance to performing a
complete sensitivity analysis is the number of possible combinations of
changes. Not only can the mean or modal values be chaagedj but a coasplete
analysis should also consider changes in ranges, in standard deviations,
in probabilities (for the Weibuil distribution) and even changes in the
type of probability distribution since for example a synauetric distribution
could be approximated by the normal, the ganKa, the beta,, or the V'eibull
distributions. Taking all possible combinations would not only be time
consuming and costly but also of little practical use. Therefore we have
attempted to sbiow in Table 5 the sensitivity of the steam and t^aterpower
cost estimates for the 1870s to a twenty-five percent increase in the
value of each variable, tliat is to say a right-ward shift in the probability
distribution by 25 percent and show the percentage effect of each on the
mean and modal cost estiioates. Interestingly the impact of the changes
on the mode is not the same as on the mean. Although both are in the same
direction, the percentage change in the mean is sometimes greater than the
percentage change in the mode and sometimes vice versa.
-30-
According to Table 5, both steaa and water power costs were rela-
tively insensitive to large charges in repair or insurance costs, though
steam power costs were more sensitive to these cliarges than were waterpower
costs, because of the more frequent repairs needed for the steam engine
and the higher insurance rates which reflected the higher risks of accident
and less. The shorter life of the steam engine also accounts for the
relatively higher sensitivity of steam power costs to changes in the
depreciation rate.
Both steam and waterpower cost proved somexviiat insensitive to
changes in interest rates. As might be expected from Temin's (1966) work,
steam costs were not as sensitive as waterpower costs, but in the 1870s
a twenty-five percent increase in interest rates would have increased
costs by less than four percent. However, for this variable, sensitivity
is very much a function of time. At earlier dates, both capital expen-
ditures and interest rates were much higher relative to all other variables
and so that at earlier dates, sensitivity to interest rates would be
correspondingly greater, particularly for waterpower since in the 1820s
and 1830s per horsepower costs of a waterwheel were about double those
of a steam engine but only about 30 percent higher by the 1870s. However
interest rates were never as important to the choice of power source de-
18
cision as might be implied by Temin (1966).
Steampower costs proved relatively sensitive to changes in the size
of the engine and to wages. This is attributable to the greater indivis-
ibility of steam power plants as they required the almost constant attention
of both an engineer and of a i:ireraan, which results in a proportionately
-31-
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much higher wage bill for a steam-driven plant and these ministrations
were essentially the same for a 25 hp. engine as for a 250 hp. engine.
In the 1870s however both steam and water power costs were most
sensitive to changes in variables that were inseparable from the power
source, notably the original cost of the power source, with the price of
coal and fuel consumption for steam, or the annual cost of water-rights
and the design efficiency of the wheal for water.
The original cost of power sources and their respective efficiencies
were essentially determined by techinological change on the supply side.
Over time improvements in design and manufacture lowered production costs
and at the same time raised the operating efficiency of the power source.
Engine builders for example not only improved parts standardization, but
also made Improvements in such things as valve cutoffs, flue design,
compounding and boiler efficiency. As a result steam engine prices fell
from $100-200 per horsepower in the 1820s to about $40 per horsepower by
the 1890s, while fuel consumption declined from about 8 pounds of coal/
horsepower/ hour to less than a quarter of that by the 1890s.
Until the development of the water turbine, most waterwheels were
custom designed and few builders probably built more than a handful of
wheels. Thus, although per horsepower costs of a water wheel/turbine
declined from $220-400 in the 18208 to about $45 by the 1890s, most of
this price decline dates from the 1850s with the establisliment of specialist
firms of turbine builders. On the other liand, the efficiency of water
power sources rose throughout the period reflecting in part the inherent
design differences between breast, overshot and turbine wheels, but also
-33-
reflecting improveafietits in bucket design, bearingSj and the trananission
machanism*
The Effect of Different Coal Prices and Water-Pd.ght Costs on the Costs
of Power
It vould see© to me, however, that the most iateresting questions
arising from this sisn'jlatioti are raised by the cost sensitivities to the
price of coal and the cost of buying a ^«ter right and this can be further
used to demonstrate the power of the simuiatioa approach. Coal prices
varied both over time and across regions while the cost of purchasing a
water-right varied^ for the most part, only from place to place. It is
these variations that can explain the persistence of vaterpcw^er , which
was by 1900 still used by some 20 percent of sll firias^ even in the face
of a Q.97 probability that steam power would be cheaper than waterpower.
As noted above, water-right costs varied from place to place, a
variation that depended upon remoteness and the deiinand for power relative
to the available supply* Thusj for example, water-rights were reportedly
cheapest along the Lower Fox River in Wisconsin where they sold for $4-5
per theoretical horsepower per year or around Augusta, Georgia ($5.50 per
theoretical horsepower) while in New Jersey prices of upwards of $30 were
asked and received (Tenth Census, 1885). Tne cost of water-rights in the
New England textiles centers on the other hand were such less varied, ranging
from about $10,60 per theoretical horsepower at Lowell to $14,08 at Lawrence,
At Manchester, New Hampsliire, the price was $13.65 (Tenth Census, 1885),
19
The lower price of the Lowell power probably reflects the early date (1826)
at which this power was developed and the long-term leases that were granted.
All mill-powers (= 85.23 theoretical horsepower or 23 cubic feet of water
-34-
per second on a fall of 30 feet) at Lowell were soon granted. The develop-
ment of waterpower at Lawrence (upstreaia from I^well) did not begin until
1845. Pa}nnent for these water~rights was somewhat complicated. At Lawrence:
"a mill-power was originally valued at about S15,000, and all
the original grantees, including all the large corporations
on the north sidej paid about §10,000 down, and continue to
pay an annual interest on the remainder of about 6 per cent,
or $#300 per annuE per mill-power, defined in weight in silver.
Of late years, however, the company has leased power for
annual payment in currency, without an original cash payment,
and all the newer mills, including those on the south side,
pay an annual rent of $1,200 per mill-power. This rate is
equivalent to $14.08 per gross horsepower per annum" (Tenth
Census, 1885).
Figure 4 graphs the change in mean waterpower costs per horsepower
with respect to the cost of water-rights together with the variation in
this over time. The change in mean waterpower costs per dollar change
in water-right costs is approximately constant over time, while at the
same time, as we have already seen, total waterpower costs were very
sensitive to changes in water-right costs. Thus, for example, the mean
waterpower cost per horsepower in the 1820s at Appelton Wisconsin was
$93,00 compared with $162.00 at Passaic New Jersey. By the 1890s these
costs would have fallen to about $J3 at Appelton and $59 at Passaic. For
the 1840s an estimate of the cost at Lowell would be about $69.50 per
horsepower compared with $48 as estimated by Temin (1966).
The wide variation in the per horsepower costs of a water-right is
reduced somewhat if these price quotations are weighted by the available
and developed horsepower at each location. Prior to about 1880, the
average cost of a water-right was probably about $15 and the mode approxi-
mately equal to the cost of power at Lawrence, Massachusetts or Manchester,
Figure 4
o
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Nev? Hampshire, Hov^ever, tbe gradual developnient of Niagara power in the
18708 dramatict'illy shifted both the mean and the mode tc the SIO or po
charged by the Niagara Fails Hydraulic Power and lianufacturing Company
for each cf itji estimated 4,000,000 horsepower potential (Tenth Census,
1885).
To the exf.ent that the value of water-rights were deuard-de'ienniiied,
our treatiuent ox this cost as eicogenous rather than endogenous is incor-
rect. Howeve^ J since the purchase of water-rights was generally nego-
tiated on the basis of a long-term contract, the price was fixed orce
the decision to purchase had been made. The cost for the established
firm was therefore not dependent upon year to year variations in the
demand for wateirpower. At the same time fcher'' is little aviience of
price fluctuations for water-rights for ne*? firms. For erampla, tt
Lawrence, the implicit cost of a water-right to an original g; antee
was $10.56 per gross horsepower at six per^.ent interest on the initial
downpayment while the newer mills from about 1860 onward were charged
$1A,G8 per gross horsepower (Tenth Census, 1S85),
Just as power costs :.n the watir-powered plant were most sensitive
to the cost of water the ccste o2 stStim were mosL sensitive to the price
of coal. Ttils price varied widely over tir\e and between geogrciphic re-
gions. Tlie typical steam engine was fueled with bituminous coal rather
than with v.ood or with anthracitf^ although there Is clearly some price
at which th«» operator would be indifferent between wood and bituminous
coal or betweer bituminous coal and anthracite. Unfortunately, as noted
in Appendix 3 there is no berios of bituminous coal prices available for
the period 1820-1900, indeed for the most part we have only a few scattered
-37-
and hence potentially biased observations. However, since anthracite coal
could be substituted for bituminous coal, and since it was possible to
transport either betx^reen regions, we would expect the prices of both to be
quite highly correlated with each other. Figure 5 graphs the variations
in the price cf anthracite coal in Middle Atlantic port cities over the
period. Average prices fell over the period 5 especially between 1820
21
and 1845 and thereafter fluctuated about the price of $3<,50-$4.50 par ton.
Figure 6 shows the variation in the cost of steam power with different
coal prices over the period 1820-1900, ceteris paribus.
Figures 4 and 6 together permit ub to make seme statoasnts the
condltions under which steam might be cheaper than water in various parts
of the country. Consider for example Lowellj Massachusetts where water-
power to original grantees cost $10.60, then in the 1820s waterpower at
Lowell cost about $108/hp, declining to about $59 in the 1850s and to
about $24 by the 1890s, then if coal had been available at Lowell for
less than $3.70/ton on the average steam power Xrsould have been cheaper
than water in the i820s. In the 185Qs, if coal were priced less than
$3.10/ton in Lowell this should have been true, or if the price were less
than $3. 00/ ton by the 1S905, Over time the probability that coal prices
at Lowell were less th^n these most likely rose but it is unlikely that
coal prices there were ever significantly lower than $3. 00/ ton at any
time during this period. This therefore provides a very convenient
explanation for why so few mills at Lowell were steam-powered even by
the 18903. Consider now instead the case of a plant locating in Hamilton,
Ohio where water-rights were available for an average of $30 per horse-
power (Tenth Census, 1885). In the ISSOs, coal would have had to cost
FlGJRE 5
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as much as $6.70/ton for the average water-power costs to have equalled
tht! average steam power costs. Since coal xras selling for only $1.00/ ton
in Pittsburgh in 1836 (Eavenson, 1942) it is doubtful whether coal delivered
to Hamilton via the Ohio and Great Miami Rivers was this expensive, though
the:re doubtless remained some small probability that water would have been
che:aper. As a result, firms in the Cincinnati area seem to have bad a
quite strong revealed preference for steam indicated by the large number
of steam engines in use in the area at this early data (American Railroad
Journal, 1834). By the 1890s, coal would have had to have been priced at
more than $12,00/ton for the average water-power costs there to be less
than the average steam power costs. As a result the probability that water
would be cheaper than steam was close to zero (if not zero) and we would
not expect water-powered plants to have survived there.
Conclusion
The conclusion that the profitability of adopting a new technology
can "explain" the adoption of that techjiology is not especially surprising,
but this conclusion could only be validated by appeal to the complex
simulation model that we have developed. At the same time by looking at
the response of steam and water power costs to variations in the price
of ;oal or water-rights it is possible to extend the very general simula-
tio;i results made for the U.S. as a whole to any particular location or
instance and generate a highly plausible explanation and rationale for the
obsijrved changes that took place.
During the first half of the nineteenth century much of the impetus
to adopt steam came from declining fuel costs. The stabilization of coal
-4.1-
prices after 1850 slowed this trend and the introduction of the wate.r
turbine which made more efficient use of the available flow and head of
water may temporarily have halted the trend to steam. After 1860 the
continued advance of steam csae to rest more and raore on improved fuel
consumption for the steasn engine.
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Footnotes
*This paper has benefited from discussions with Fred Bateman, Jan Brueckner,
Stanley Engennan, I^rry Neal, Tom Ulen, Paul Dselding and Thomas Weiss.
This count differs from that made by the Franklin Institute (1876)
which noted only five. Both may well be in error as by cross referencing
sources we would count two engines in the Philadelphia waaterworks, two
in New York city where one powered the waterworks and the other operated
a sawmill owned by Nicholas Roosevelt, one in Boston, the reconstructed
Hornblower engine in Roosevelt's newly named Soho Works, and the 1802
prototype high pressure engine built by Oliver Evans (Evans, 1805).
2
Evans' business was taken over after his death in 1819 by his son-
in-law and his former partner under the name of Rush & Muhlenberg.
The Pittsburg and Philadelphic works of Oliver Evans, however, produced
a generation of American steam eagineers and engine builders such as
Mahlon Rogers and Mark Stackhouse.
Temin's (1956) estimate of "about a dozen steam-powered plants" appears
to be based upon the number of engines reported in the census summary
rather than on the basis of those reported in the manuscripts themselves.
By my count, the Uoodbury Report (1838) notes 65 low pressure steam
engines. Temin (1966) reports 63,
Data collected from the manuscript censuses of manufactures for 1850,
1860 and 1870 by Fred Bateman of Indiana University and Thomas Weiss
of the University of Kansas under National Science Foundation support.
James D. Forest was involved with the early stages of data collection.
The samples are described at length in Atack (1976) and Bateman and
Weiss (1978).
European experiments with the water-turbine were described in the
Journal of the Franklin Institute (18A2), while the results of the
Lowell experiments were described by Francis (1855).
Contemporary scarces placed turbine efficiency at 80-85% compared
with 60-70% for overshot wheels, 45-50% for breast wheels and only
27-30% for underthot wheels. However some turbines v/ere somewhat less
efficient (for example the range the "New American" type turbine in
1894 was 61-83% (McElroy, 1895-96)) while a well-designed waterwheel
such as the Burden Vraeel (Sweeny, 1915) was 66-85% efficient.
p
That is, while partially or totally submerged. This point is also
made in Franklin Institute (1842).
9
The data could also be approximated by the cumulative normal distri-
bution, but the cumulative normal distribution is considerably more
difficult to work with than the logistic curv'e. Use of the cumulative
normal would of course lead to a PROBIT analysis rather than the LOGIT
analysis performed here. The logistics curve is defined by:
a v/r. -(a-fbt)
where P^ is the percentage of plants using steamy K is the ceiling rate or
maximusi percentage of plants that ever adopt the steain engine^ t_ is the
time variable where it is measured from 1820, b^ is the rate of growth co-
efficient and a_ is the constant of integration that positions the logis-
tics curve on the tisne scale (Grilichesj 1957). This equation was es-
timated in log-linear form:
log [P/(K ~ P)J = a 4- bt
10 2
This value also happens to maxiruize the R .
"Hrneaever we refer to ^^aterpower or t^terv^heel, the actual power
source may be a wheel or a turbine dependiug upon the data. According
tc contemporary sources, breast wheels were most common in the 1820sc
By the 1830s overshot wheel began to assume an increasingly important
role and by the late 1840s turbines were being introduced. HtJwever
breast designs were probably not phased out until the 1840s and over-
shot wheels not until the 18?0s. See also Appendix B.
12
See Appendix B, Shorter life span was certainly true of high pressure
engine designs but less true of low pressure engines. For example a
Boulton and Watt engine isaported in 1815 to power the Savannah rice
mill of McAlpine and Mcicnis was still operating in iS94 supplying
power for the Brush Electric Light and Power Company of Savannah
(Engineering News, 1893s Hutton, 1894).
13
Estimates of this probability are produced by the simulation models
14
Three hundred and nine days is the nuiaber o£ days in 52. 6 day weeks,
less Christmas Day, New Years Da;/ and the Fourth of July,
The simulation, model can, however j accepc single-valued variables.
1
6
Some attempt to exsisine this problem is made later in the paper in
the sensitivity analysis, but the problems faced in this model are more
complex than those treated by Sehaefer and Weiss (1971).
See the outline flox^ diagram Id Appendix A.
18
For example^ after the 1840s nc possible %-ariation in interest rates
would cause the mean or modal water power cost to be less than the mean
or modal steam power cost,
19
The first hydraulic works on. the Merriiaack were begun in 1792 with
the creation of the "Proprietors of the Locks and Canals on Merriiaack
River" to improve navigation. Although the charter forbade the building
of daiBS, it seess that at least a partial dam was in existence by 1801.
(Tenth Census, 1885)
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^^Prices 1820-1824 are for Philadelphia "Virginia" coal. For 1825-32
prices are for New York "anthracite coal (Schuylkill)" and from 1833-1889
prices are for "Schuylkill white ash lump" coal by the cargo at Philadel-
phia. From 1890 prices are for "Pennsylvania anthracite, chestnut".
See Historical Statistics (1975).
21
Based on the heating value, the anthracite coals of eastern Pennsylvania
were vorth about 93-97% of the value of the bituminous coals extending
from south-central Pennsylvania through Virginia and West Virginia into
Tennessee. See for example, Mechanical Engineers Pocket Book (1916).
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APPENDIX A
The Simulation Model
On entering the simulation model, calls are made to SUBROUTINE PLOTS
and SUBROUTINE PLOT, both FORTRAN-callable routines in the CALCOMP plotting
library, after which SUBROUTINE BSETU? is called. BSETUP sets up the
parameters of nine beta equations corresponding to left-, S3mimetric, and
right-skewed distributions with high, medium or low variance as suggested
by Schaefer, Husic and Gutowski (1969), BSETUP calls SUBROUTINE EVALUAT
which generates observations for the cumulative density functions for each
of the nine basic beta equations by evaluating FUNCTION BETAP which is
external to BSETUP. The results are then stored, F(X) == r in XTABLE and
X in CUM (where XTAELE is dimensioned at 128 and CUM is 9 x 128), pending
'
the possible approximation of an input distribution to the beta distri-
bution. The code for SUBROUTINE BSETUP and EVALUAT and for FUNCTION BETAP
is shown below.
Data are then read from cards (or tape) in sets where the first card
of each set informs the simulation of the tj'^pe of model to be estimated,
MODEL, the number of input data sets to be read for that model, NSETS, and
the number of output cost distribution estimates to be generated, NRAND.
A loop ISET = 1, NSETS then reads the parameters of the various input
distributions. These data are stored in LOCATE (mean or mode estimates),
SCALE (range or standard deviation) and SHAPE (lower bounds or descriptors
of distribution shape) according to the value of NDISTR which is set by
the Hollerith value of IDISTR which gives the type of distribution: WEIBULL,
UNIFORM, NORMAL, EXPONENT'L, GAMMA, BETA or CONSTANT, This value of NDISTR
is then stored in the array IDISTRB to be later used as a switch.
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Processing of input data Is straightforward except for the V7EIBULL
distribution in which case SUBROUTINE DISTPIB is called to generate the
requisite locational, shape and scale parameters that correspond both to
the input of the upper and lower bound estimates and the associated prob-
ability estimates that the actual value will lie above or below these and
to the input mode. The code for IDISTRIB is shown below and follows that
of Schaefer, Husic and Gutowski (1969) except for an explicit check at the
beginning that the input parameters do not violate Weibull restrictions
that are probability dependent. Failure to do this may result in an ab-
normal error termination.
The heart of the program is sketched by the flow diagram where
SUBROUTINE COST loops over the different models, in this case STEAM,
WATER and (STEAM-WATER) estimating NRAND cost observation for NSET items
which are combined to yield the output cost probability distribution.
These observations are written on tape and subsequently processed by
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT. SUBROUTINE COST evaluates FUNCTION VALUE, the value
of which is dependent upon the value of VARX, returned by SUBROUTINES
WEIBULL, UNIFORM, NORMAL, EXPONT, GAMMA, BETA or CONSTANT. Selection of
the appropriate subroutine depends upon the value of the computed GOTO
in VALUE determined by the value stored in IDISTRB for this MODEL and
this ICOST item. Code for these routines is shown below.
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT sorts the cost estimates into ascending sequence
using an internal SORT-MERGE package, calculates the mean, median, upper
and lower bounds, inter-quartile range, standard deviation, standard error,
skewness and kurtosls of the distribution, generates a printer plot of the
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data and a listing of the percentile points. The data are also processed
through SUBROUTINE SMOOTH derived from the SHARE Library which uses a
polynomial fit (up to 25th degree) to smooth the data. Smoothed data can
then be passed to SUBROUTINE GRAPH for plotting via a CALCdfP plotter.
All work was performed on a CYBER 175 using the CDC random number
generator RANF at the University of Illinois Digital Computation Laboratories
and the programs were written in CDC Extended FORTRAN.
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APPENDIX B
Bibliographica] Note on Data Sources
For the most part, data for the simulation model was difficult to
find, limited when found and rarely in the ideal form. This of course
was one of the rationales behind the simulation approach.
Interest Rates
Information of Interest rates was derived from Macaulay (1938) and
from Homer (1977), with supplementary evidence drawn from the various con-
temporary accounts of the costs of steam and water power and from Kuehnle
(1958). Prior to 1857 the data are based on Tables 24 and 25 in Macaulay
(1938) which are of monthly commercial paper rates in Boston and from
Homer (1977), Table 44 where, in addition to repeating the quotes given
by Macaulay, some different quotes are given. After 1857 the data are
based on Macaulay (1938), Table 10 and Homer (1977), Table 44.
Wages
Daily wage data are from Lebergott (1964), Table A-25: Common Laborers,
Average Daily Earnings 1832-1940 and Table 6-2 (1860-1880). Estimates for
the 1840s were interpolated from the 1832 and 1850 data. These were also
supplemented by the series given in Historical Statistics (1975) especially
series D716 for the 1820s which are Laborers wages in the Philadelphia area,
series D718 from 182 3-1881 (common laborers on the Erie Canal), series D734
(daily wages of laborers in Manufacturing Establishments), 1860-1880 (also
Lebergott, Table 6-2) and from series D847 and 848 from 1890 (Average daily
hours and Average hourly earnings).
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Fuel Consumption
Estimates of fuel consumption were derived from a wide variety of
sources. For the 1820s estimates given in U- S. Congress (1825) and
Justitia (1841), for the 1830s, U. S. Congress (1838) and Justitia (18A1).
In addition to U. S. Congress (1843) and Justitia (1841), estimates for
the 1840s were also derived from De Bow (1848). De Bow (1850a, 1850b,
1850c and 1853) also provided the basis for the 1850s estimates. 1860s
data were interpolated from the 1850s data and from the 1870s data which
came from Emery (1883). Estimates for the 1880s were then Interpolated
from these and from Unwin (1893-4).
Price of Coal
The basic data on coal prices came from Historical Statistics (1975)
serle E129 but these were verified against the price quotations given in
the fuel consumption references together with quotes in Manning (1889)
and Main (1890) and in Eavenson (1942) and from the Coal and Coal Trade
Journal published from 1889.
Cost of Steam Engines and Waterworks
Estimates of steam engine and watexrwheel costs usually occurred to-
gether. The various reports of the Committee to select a site for a
national Armory on the Western Waters, U, S. Congress (1825), (1838) and
(1843) for example, all give estimates for a National Armory powered by
either steam or water. Justitia (1841) and Montgomery (1840) in the
course of their debate over the costs of steam and water power offer a
number of estimates that are later updated in James (1849) and De Bow
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(1848, 1849, 1850a, 1850b, IBSOc, 1853). There is a gap in waterwheel
cost estimates then between these and Manning (1889), but comprehensive
steam engine cost estimates are given for the intervening period in Eraery
(1883). Other cost estimates for both steam and water may be found in
Main (1890), Webber (1893) and McElroy (1895-96).
Water-Rights
Comprehensive data on water powers and the costs of watei^rights are
given in the Tenth Census' special report on waterpower of the United States
(1885). Much of this information is condensed and summarized in Swain (1888),
Water-lfheel Efficiency
Estimates of water-wheel efficiency came from an account of the
water-wheel found in Cyclopaedia of Arts and Sciences (1861) quoting from
experimental results, especially those of a Mr. G. Rennie, These results
are supported by calculations based on the data given in U. S. Congress
(1825, 1838 and 1843) regarding the performance of wheels at the Springfield
Armoiry, by experiments reported in Franklin Institute (1842) and also by
trials on the Burden waterwheel reported by Sweeny (1915). Estimates of
turbine performance are from Francis (1884), Manning (1889), Main (1890),
Webber (1895-96), McElroy (1895-96).
Hours Per Day
Daily hours of operation were required in order to help convert the
fuel consumption estimates of steam engines from pounds of fuel per hour
per horsepower to tons of fuel per horsepower per year. Estimates were
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derived on the basis of a time series regression of series D-847 of
Historical Statistics (1975) between 1890 and 1914 of the form Hours/
2day = f (Date), the R of the resultant equation:
Hours/Day = 53,178 - .023 • Date
was 0.837 and this equation yields estimates that are consistent with
contemporary accounts of about 11 hours/day in the mid-nineteenth century.
Other Variables
Other variables not mentioned above, namely days per year, life
expectancy, and repair and insurance rates were much less perfectly
observed. Scattered observations were culled from the works discussed
above but most of the data input for these variables was interpolated
from those scattered observations.
For example most late nineteenth century studies (Emery (1883)
,
Manning (1889) and Main (1890)) suggest that steam powered plants could
be operated 309 days a year. Historical Statistics (1975) in series
D-846 gives a range for all manufacturing industry of 271-297 days per
year. I assumed that for steam plants the mode was 295 days. A mode
of 265 days for water powered plants would be consistent with the esti-
mates in Historical Statistics and with Manning (1889) and Main (1890)
who suggest that water powered mills lost about 30 production days a
year due to ice, drought and flooding.
Repair rates and life expectancies can also be inferred from the
estimates in U. S. Congress (1825, 1838 and 1843), Emery (1883) and from
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Manning (1889) and Main (1890). Insurance rate data were not found prior
to Manning (1889) and for earlier dates we have simply added 0.5 per
cent for each decade back from then for steaiE and 0.25 percent for water.
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